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1.

Introduction

Speech perception researchers (Peterson and Barney 1952, among others) have known
for many years that the phonemic categories of speech have highly variable
acoustic/phonetic manifestations. Variation in speech depends on many factors, including
the size and shape of the vocal tract (Fant 1960, 1972), the phonetic environment in
which speech sounds are produced, and the speaker’s sociolect. For example, Peterson
and Barney (1952) measured the formant frequencies of 10 vowels in hVd words (i.e.,
heed, hid, head, had, hod, hawed, hood, who’d, hud, and heard), produced by 76 English
speakers. They found considerable variation among different groups of speakers
primarily due to their vocal tracts: on average, children produced the highest formant
frequencies, women produced the second highest formant frequencies, and men produced
the lowest formant frequencies. Such variation in speech poses a serious challenge to the
question of how human beings can successfully identify consistent, abstract phonemic
and lexical categories across a wide spectrum of different speakers, styles, and contexts.
One theoretical approach that has had success in dealing with this variability in
real-world tests is Exemplar Theory, which takes the variability in speech to be a
resource for perception, rather than a problem. In this paper, we investigated whether a
computational model, based on Exemplar Theory principles, could account for the human
perception of intonation.
1.1

Exemplar Theory of speech perception

Originating from psychological models of categorization, exemplar theories of perception
claim that a category is represented by all experienced instances of the category
(Hintzman 1986; Nosofsky 1986, 1988). Johnson (1997) adapted Nosofsky’s (1986,
1988) model to speech perception and proposed that listeners store exemplars of speech
that they experience in rich phonetic detail in memory. Since the phonetic details of these
exemplars are not normalized, or filtered out of their mental representations, listeners can
use the inherent variability of exemplars to categorize new tokens based on how similar
these tokens are to the exemplars in memory, without the need for speaker normalization
(Johnson 1997, 2005).
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To test this hypothesis, Johnson (1997) simulated vowel perception using an
exemplar-based model (Nosofsky 1986, 1988). The test tokens consisted of 10 different
(h)Vd words, read by 14 male and 25 female native English speakers five times each.
Each of these word tokens was presented to the model for categorization, while the rest
of the tokens served as experienced exemplars in memory. The best-fitting model
correctly categorized these word tokens 80% of the time—a success rate that is
comparable to human listener performance on synthesized vowels (Lehiste and Meltzer
1973, Ryalls and Lieberman 1982, Johnson 1997). The model’s confusion matrix also
significantly correlated with the human listeners’ confusion matrix in Peterson and
Barney’s (1952) vowel identification task, which used a similar list of hVd words. The
results of Johnson’s (1997) study demonstrated that an exemplar-based model could in
principle account for certain aspects of human vowel perception.
1.2

Exemplar-based perception of intonation

Exemplar Theory has been applied less often to the perception of intonation in speech,
even though there is great variation in the prosodic elements of speech as well. For
instance, Flynn (2003) analyzed the six Cantonese tones produced by five native speakers
of Hong Kong Cantonese, and found variation in the pitch height and slope of individual
tones due to coarticulation with adjacent tones. Carryover and anticipatory effects altered
the onset and offset of the target tones, respectively. Also, Warren (2005) compared the
onsets of high-terminal rises in statements and questions produced by two groups of
native New Zealand English speakers: 1) six male and six female teenagers between 16
and 19 years old, and 2) six male and six female adults between 30 and 45 years old.
Same-sex dyads from each group produced a variety of sentences that were controlled in
the study. They also freely produced a variety of sentences while performing a map task
(Brown et al. 1984). Warren (2005) found that the teenage group produced more high
terminal rises that started at the nuclear syllable, whereas the mid-age group produced
more rises that started at a post-nuclear syllable.
Assuming that human speech perception draws on the rich phonetic details of
speech, an exemplar-based model should be able to account for intonation perception as
well. To date, only a few studies have investigated the classification of prosodic elements
by an exemplar-based model. For example, Walsh et al. (2013) demonstrated that an
exemplar-based model (Nosofsky 1988, Johnson 1997) could successfully categorize
pitch accents (L*H and H*L) extracted from five hours of read speech of German radio
broadcast news. However, as far as we know, currently there is no study that has
investigated the classification of whole-sentence intonation contours by an exemplarbased model for a tone language.
1.3

Exemplar-based model of intonation perception in Cantonese

Chow and Winters (2015) demonstrated that an exemplar-based model (adapted from
Nosofsky 1988, Johnson 1997) could correctly classify 95% of the statements and echo
questions produced by 10 native speakers of Cantonese, based on the F0 values of the
pitch contour of the final syllable. In this follow-up study, we compared human
performance on an identification task with the model’s performance in order to address
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the question: can exemplar theory account for the human perception of intonation in
statements and echo questions in Cantonese?
Cantonese is a tone language with six contrastive tones (Bauer and Benedict 1997,
Flynn 2003). Represented using Chao’s (1947) five-scale pitch levels—with 1 being the
lowest and five being the highest point in a speaker’s F0 range—these six tones have the
pitch levels of [55], [25], [33], [21], [23], and [22], respectively. Table 1 lists all six
tones, each with an example.
Tone

Number

Shape

Pitch level

Example (Jyutping)

T1

1

high-level

55

si1 ‘teacher’

T2

2

high-rise

25

sí2 ‘history’

T3

3

mid-level

33

si3 ‘to test’

T4

4

low-fall

21

si4 ‘time’

T5

5

low-rise

23

si5 ‘city’

T6

6

low-level

22

si6 ‘to look at’

Table 1. Cantonese tones
The motivation for investigating Cantonese with our exemplar-based model of
intonation perception was that its inventory of three different level tones (T1, T3, and T6)
and contour tones (T2, T4, and T5) provided a wide variety of tones for testing the
model. In addition, since echo questions in Cantonese typically end with a high F0 rise
(Gu et al. 2005) or a high boundary tone (Wong et al. 2005)—regardless of the pitch
level and direction of the final tone (as shown in Figure 1)—they can be confusable with
statements that end with a [25] high-rising tone. Likewise, listeners can misperceive the
final tone in echo questions as the [25] high-rising tone. In Ma et al.’s (2006) perception
study of the identification of lexical tones in the final syllables of Cantonese statements
and echo questions, they found that native listeners misperceived many of the [33], [21],
[23], and [22] tones in the final syllable of questions as a [25] tone. Therefore, the
interaction between tone and intonation in Cantonese provided a challenging test case for
our exemplar-based model.
For an initial evaluation of the model’s performance, we tested it on a basic but
pragmatically salient intonation classification task: differentiating between statements
and echo questions. These sentence-type pairs were identical syntactically and lexically
but differed in their prosody and intonation contours. We hypothesized that an exemplarbased model could correctly categorize statements and echo questions in Cantonese at
better-than-chance rates, without the need for speaker normalization. That is, we
expected the model to be able to consistently identify the abstract category of each
sentence type in spite of the speaker and tonal variability in the signal. However, we also
hypothesized that our human listeners would perform better than the exemplar-based
computational model on the identification task. Although we expected the computational
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model to approximate human levels of performance, we recognized that our model is, at
present, at an early stage of development. While similar levels of performance between
the human listeners and our computational model might provide encouraging evidence
that Exemplar Theory can function as an accurate model of human intonation perception,
any differences in performance between the model and the human listeners in this task
could be instructive as to how to refine the model to develop a more accurate
understanding of how human listeners perform this perceptual task.

Lou6 Faa1 hai6 lou5 pang4 jau5 ge3 ji4

maa1.

‘Lou Faa is an old friend’s aunt.’

Wong1 Ji6 gaau3 lik6

Lou6 Faa1 hai6 lou5 pang4 jau5 ge3 ji4

maa1?

‘Lou Faa is an old friend’s aunt?’

si2.

Wong1 Ji6 gaau3 lik6

‘Wong Ji teaches history.’

Jyu4 So2 jau5 jat1 di1 sat1

si2?

‘Wong Ji teaches history?’

ji3.

‘Jyu So is a bit disappointed.’

Jyu4 So2 jau5 jat1 di1 sat1

ji3?

‘Jyu So is a bit disappointed?’

Jyu4 So2 hai6 keoi5 ge3 neoi5

ji4.

‘Jyu So is his daughter.’

Jyu4 So2 hai6 keoi5 ge3 neoi5

ji4?

‘Jyu So is his daughter?’

Lou6 Faa1 gan1 zo2 pang4 jau5 heoi3 ke4 maa5.

Lou6 Faa1 gan1 zo2 pang4 jau5 heoi3 ke4 maa5?

‘Lou Faa went horse riding with a friend.’

‘Lou Faa went horse riding with a friend?’

Wong1 Ji6 tai2 din6
‘Wong Ji watches TV.’

si6.

Wong1 Ji6 tai2 din6

si6?

‘Wong Ji watches TV?’

Figure 1. F0 contours of statements and echo questions ending in all six tones, produced
by a native female speaker. The pitch track setting is 100-450 Hz.
2.

Methods

In order to compare the model’s performance with human listeners’ performance on the
identification of statements and echo questions in Cantonese, we conducted a production
study, perception study, and a simulation using an exemplar-based model. The
production study provided stimuli for testing both listeners and the exemplar-based
model. The goal of the simulation was to determine how well an exemplar-based model
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could categorize statements and echo questions in Cantonese, based on their intonation
contours, without normalization for differences in the speaker’s F0 range. The goal of the
perception study was to determine how well the model performed in comparison to
human listeners on the same task.
2.1

Production study

2.1.1 Speakers
Five male and five female native speakers from Hong Kong participated in the
production study. They were 18-35 years of age (M = 23, SD = 1.49) and were recruited
from the University of Calgary. They reported no history of visual, speech, or hearing
disorders. They were paid $15 for their participation in a one-hour session.
2.1.2 Stimuli
The stimuli comprised 20 dialogues, arranged in five equal blocks. Since the utterances
were intended to test the listeners’ and the model’s ability to identify sentence types
based on intonation alone, each dialogue contained a target pair of sentences: a statement
and an echo question, both identical in lexical and syntactic form. A filler question
preceded the target pair, and a filler statement followed it to provide pragmatic context.
In order to record a variety of sentences for testing human listeners and the exemplarbased model, the target sentences differed in both syllable length and in their final
syllable across each block. Blocks A, B, C, D, and E contained target sentences of 5, 7, 9,
11, and 13 syllables long, respectively. These five blocks also contained target sentences
that ended in the syllables si, ji, maa, fu, and fen, respectively. In order to gauge the effect
of tone on sentence intonation, the target pairs in each block ended in four different tones.
In addition, the target sentences in each block began with the same disyllabic name, but
the name differed across each block. Example (1) shows a dialogue between A and B.
The target pair in this dialogue began with the name Wong1 Ji6 and ended with the
syllable si in T2. The other three target pairs in this block also began with Wong1 Ji6 and
ended with si, but the final tone on these syllables was one of T1, T4, or T6.
(1)

A:
Wong1 Ji6
gaau3 mat1
‘What does Wong Ji teach?’

?
je5?

B:
Wong1 Ji6
gaau3 lik6
‘Wong Ji teaches history.’
A:
Wong1 Ji6
gaau3 lik6
‘Wong Ji teaches history?’
B:

si2.
?
si2?

,
Hai6, Wong1 Ji6
gaau3 lik6 si2.
‘Yes, Wong Ji teaches history.’
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2.1.3 Reading task
The speakers were recorded individually in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of
Calgary. They sat in front of a computer monitor, with a microphone approximately four
inches from their mouths. The monitor displayed all 20 dialogues in Chinese characters,
one dialogue at a time. The dialogues were randomized by block between speakers. The
speakers were asked to read all four sentences in each dialogue naturally, using the same
volume and speed as they would when talking with their friends. After reading all 20
dialogues, they read through the entire sequence of dialogues again. Utterances from the
first reading were used to create the stimuli for testing the listeners and the model.
Utterances from the second reading were intended to test the frequency effects of samespeaker exemplars on the model’s classification rates (Chow and Winters 2015) and were
excluded from this study.
2.2

Perception study

2.2.1 Listeners
Ten male and ten female native Cantonese listeners participated in the perception study.
They were 18-35 years of age (M = 23.10, SD = 3.74) and were recruited from Calgary,
Canada. They reported no history of speech or hearing disorders. For their participation
in two one-hour sessions, participants received either $30 or 2% course credit.
2.2.2 Stimuli
To create the stimuli for the sentence intonation identification task, we first randomly
selected two speakers of each gender from the production study. In total, these speakers
had produced 160 utterances in the production task (2 speakers x 2 genders x 5 blocks x 4
dialogues x 2 sentence types). Since we wanted to test how well the model would
perform without normalizing for each speaker’s voice, we first verified that the F0 ranges
of the selected speakers varied from each other considerably. Figure 2 shows the F0
ranges of the four speakers’ production of ‘Wong1 Ji6’. These ranges are presented by
sentence type, averaged over the target utterances in block A. Since the phrase Wong1 Ji6
consisted of a high tone and a low tone, we could estimate the speakers’ F0 ranges in
these utterances from the phrase’s maximum F0 (maxF0) and minimum F0 (minF0).
We ran six one-way ANOVAs with the maxF0, minF0, and mean F0 of each
sentence type (statement and question) as the dependent measure, and with speaker as the
independent factor. All of these ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of speaker
[F > 100, p < .001]. Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests found significant differences in maxF0,
minF0, and mean F0 of each sentence type among all four speakers (p < .01). These
results indicated that the speakers had fairly different F0 ranges—both between
themselves and between the two different sentence types.
Since the participants in the identification task were native listeners of Cantonese,
they could be tested without training on the task. However, because their responses
would be compared with the model’s responses—and because the model needed prior
experience in order to learn how to perform the task—it was necessary to train both the
listeners and the model in the same way prior to testing. Therefore, half of the 80 pairs of
sentences produced by the four speakers were used for training and half for testing. For
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the 10 listeners of each gender, we randomized the 80 pairs of sentences five times. For
five of the listeners in each gender group, the first 40 pairs of sentences in a particular
randomization were used as training stimuli and the last 40 pairs were used as test
stimuli. The training and test stimuli were then reversed for the other five listeners in the
same gender group.
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Figure 2. F0 ranges of the female (c02 and c01) and male (c10 and c13) production of
‘Wong1 Ji6’, by sentence type (Q = question, S = statement)
To test which portion of the utterance was perceptually salient (and to bring listener
performance down from ceiling levels), we gated the utterances into three forms: 1) the
whole utterance, 2) the final syllable, and 3) the non-final portion of the utterance. Figure
3 shows all three stimulus types (Whole, Non-final, and Final), gated from an echo
question ending in T2, a [25] high-rising tone.

Figure 3. Stimulus types used in the identification task: Whole, Non-final, and Final.
2.2.3 Identification task
The identification task required two sessions. In session 1, the listeners were trained on
whole sentences only, but they were tested on both whole sentences in one phase and on
the non-final and final stimuli together in a subsequent phase, as shown in Table 2. The
listeners also worked through two brief practice tasks, prior to testing. The sentences used
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in the practice tasks differed from the sentences used in training/testing and were also
spoken by a different speaker from the four speakers used in testing. Session 2 tested
listeners on two additional stimulus types: the first two syllables and the last two
syllables of each utterance. Since session 2 was designed for cross-linguistic
comparisons, it was excluded from the Cantonese-only analysis reported here.
Part
I
II
III
IV
V

Phase
Practice
Training
Testing
Practice
Testing

Number of Trials
4
80
80
8
160

Stimulus Types
Whole
Whole
Whole
Non-final, Final
Non-final, Final

Table 2. Phases and stimulus types used in session 1 of the identification task.
2.2.4 Procedure
The listeners sat in a quiet room in front of a computer, wearing headphones. The stimuli
were presented to the listeners one at a time. In each trial, the listeners indicated whether
the stimulus they had just heard was a statement or a question (or whether it was
extracted from a statement or a question, for stimulus types Non-final and Final), by
pressing one of the following six keys on the keyboard: 1 = definitely a statement, 2 =
likely a statement, 3 = maybe a statement, 7 = maybe a question, 8 = likely a question,
and 9 = definitely a question. Only the sentence-type selection values ('statement' or
'question') will be addressed in this analysis, because the current model cannot simulate
confidence ratings.
During practice and training, the correct sentence type was displayed on the screen
as feedback after the listener had provided their response to each trial. During testing, the
correct sentence type was not given, but the number of correct responses was displayed
after every 10 trials to try to keep the listeners motivated to do the task well.
2.3

Simulation

2.3.1 Exemplar-based model
To simulate an exemplar-based process of categorizing statements and echo questions,
the model first experienced the training stimuli by storing them as exemplars in memory
according to their categories: a statement or question. Then the model processed each
new token from the test stimuli by comparing it with all of the stored exemplars in each
category. Through these comparisons, the model calculated whether the overall similarity
value of the exemplars in the question category was greater than that of the exemplars in
the statement category. If so, it classified the new token as a ‘question’ and stored it in
memory as a question exemplar. If not, it classified the new token as a ‘statement’ and
stored it as a statement exemplar. The stored exemplars were then used in the similarity
calculations during the processing of subsequent test stimuli.
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Similarity values between the new token and each of the exemplars were calculated
using a simplified version of the algorithm from Nosofsky (1988) and Johnson (1997).
Then the similarity values between the new token and all of the individual exemplars
were summed up to derive the overall similarity value for a category. To calculate the
similarity value sij between a token i and an exemplar j, the auditory distance dij between
them was first calculated based on their auditory properties xi and xj, using the formula in
(2). Then an exponential function was applied to the auditory distance between them,
using the formula in (3). This step ensured that auditorily close exemplars would have a
greater impact on the overall similarity calculation than auditorily distant exemplars.
(2)

Auditory distance:

dij = [

(xi

(3)

Auditory similarity:

sij = exp(-dij)

xj)2 ]1/2

Since the goal of this study was to determine how well the model could categorize
statements and echo questions based on intonation alone, the auditory properties used to
calculate the auditory distance were the F0 values of the token’s intonation contour,
measured at 11 equidistant time-normalized points in each token. The first point began at
the first voiced cycle of the token and the last point ended at the last voiced cycle of the
token. Linear interpolation was used to obtain the F0 values at any of the timenormalized points that occurred in the voiceless portion(s) of the contour.

Linear interpolation
was necessary to
obtain the F0 values in
the voiceless portion(s)
of the contour, such
as F07.

Figure 4. F0 variables (F01..F011) corresponding to the F0 values at the 11 equidistant
time-normalized points of the stimulus. Shown are examples for stimulus type Whole
(top), Non-final (middle), and Final (bottom) for the sentence: Wong1 Ji6 gaau3 lik6 si2.
Figure 4 displays the F0 variables corresponding to the eleven F0 values for all
three stimulus types: Whole, Non-final, and Final. Using the eleven F0 values as auditory
properties, the auditory distance was the Euclidean distance between corresponding F0s
of the token i and the exemplar j, as in (4).
(4)

dij = [ (F01i - F01j)2 + (F02i - F02j)2 + (F03i - F03j)2 + … + (F011i - F011j)2 ]1/2
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2.3.2 Stimuli
The stimuli used for testing the model and for testing the human listeners were identical.
2.3.3 Procedure
In order to compare the model’s performance with the listeners’ performance on the
sentence intonation identification task, we tested the model using the same stimuli in the
same orders as we did with the listeners. In 10 separate runs, the model simulated the 10
tests that were assigned separately to the 10 human listeners of each gender.
2.4

Analysis

For the analysis of the listeners’ performance versus the model’s performance, we first
converted the responses into measures of sensitivity (dˈ) and bias (ß), based on signal
detection theory (Macmillan and Creelman 2005). Then we ran ANOVAs on both dˈ and
ß, with listener type (human, model) and stimulus type (Whole, Non-final, Final) as
independent variables in each ANOVA.
3.

Results

3.1

Perceptual sensitivity

We analyzed the combined responses of the human listeners and the model with a twoway ANOVA which treated dˈ as the dependent measure and both listener type and
stimulus type as independent factors. This ANOVA revealed significant main effects of
listener type [F(1, 114) = 9.32, p < .001] and stimulus type [F(2, 114) = 193.38, p <
.001], and a significant interaction between listener type and stimulus type [F(2, 114) =
14.21, p < .001]. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test indicated that the human listeners
performed significantly better on stimulus types Whole and Final than on stimulus type
Non-final, and on stimulus type Whole than on stimulus type Final (p < .001). In
addition, the Tukey HSD test indicated that the model performed significantly better on
stimulus types Whole and Final than on stimulus type Non-final (p < .001). For the
model, however, there was no significant difference between stimulus type Whole and
stimulus type Final (at α = .05). Comparing human listeners to the model, the Tukey HSD
test indicated that the human listeners performed significantly better than the model on
stimulus types Whole and Non-final (p < .001). There was no significant difference
between the two listener groups on stimulus type Final.
Figure 5 shows that both the human listeners and the model performed well above
chance on stimulus types Whole and Final, and only slightly above chance on stimulus
type Non-final (human listeners: Whole = 4.2, Final = 2.6, and Non-final = .9; model:
Whole = 2.9, Final = 3.0, and Non-final = .2). Since both stimulus types Whole and Final
contain the final syllable (and stimulus type Non-final does not), the significantly better
performances on these stimulus types suggest that the salient cue for distinguishing
between statements and echo questions in Cantonese is on the final syllable. In addition,
since the model’s similarity calculation only used F0 values, the high dˈ values of 2.9-3.0
on stimulus types Whole and Final suggest that F0 is a primary cue for distinguishing
between these two types of sentences. However, the fact that the human listeners
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performed significantly better than the model on stimulus types Whole and Non-final
suggests that the human listeners might have also used secondary cues in the non-final
portion of the utterance besides just F0 (e.g., duration or intensity) to assist them in
identifying the correct sentence category for the utterance.
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Figure 5. Interactions between listener type and stimulus type on dˈ (* = p < .001).
3.2

Response bias

We then analyzed the combined responses of the human listeners and the model with a
two-way ANOVA which treated ß as the dependent measure and both listener type and
stimulus type as independent factors. This ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
stimulus type [F(2, 114) = 7.44, p < .001], and a significant interaction between listener
type and stimulus type [F(2, 114) = 4.84, p < .001]. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test indicated
that the human listeners showed significantly more bias towards ‘statement’ responses on
stimulus type Non-final than on stimulus types Whole and Final (p < .001), and on
stimulus type Whole than on stimulus type Final (p = .01). However, the Tukey HSD test
revealed no significant difference in bias in the model’s responses to any of the different
stimulus types. The Tukey HSD test also indicated that the human listeners showed
significantly more bias towards ‘statement’ responses than the model on stimulus type
Non-final (p < .001). However, the model was more biased towards ‘statement’ responses
than the human listeners on stimulus type Final (p = .002). No significant difference was
found between the human listeners and the model on stimulus type Whole.
Figure 6 shows that the human listeners were fairly unbiased on stimulus type
Whole, but flipped from bias towards ‘question’ responses on stimulus type Final to bias
towards ‘statement’ responses on stimulus type Non-final (Whole = .03, Final = .25, and
Non-final = .81). The greater bias the listeners displayed towards ‘statement’ responses
on stimulus type Non-final suggests that the statement response option may function as a
default, or unmarked, category in the perception task, and that the human listeners tend to
assume that an utterance is a statement until a possible pitch rise at the end of the
utterance may convince them otherwise. However, the greater bias towards ‘question’
responses on stimulus type Final suggests that the human listeners tend to assume that an
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utterance is a question if the stimulus ends with a high rising pitch, whether this rise is
the result of a high final boundary tone or a high rising lexical tone. The model, for its
part, was fairly unbiased on all three stimulus types, with a modicum of bias towards
statement responses for the one stimulus type to which the human listeners also exhibited
the greatest bias towards statements (Whole = .06, Final = .07, and Non-final = .17).
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Figure 6. Interactions between listener type and stimulus type on ß (* = p < .01).
4.

Discussion

In general, the results of this study confirmed our first hypothesis: the exemplar-based
computational model was able to consistently distinguish between statements and echo
questions in Cantonese. The model was unsurprisingly much better at performing this
task when it was presented with the final syllable in an utterance, where the most salient
prosodic cue to the statement/question distinction resides. We also learned that human
listeners can, under some conditions, perform the identification task better than the
computational model. Our human listeners correctly identified the sentence types of the
test utterances more often than the model when presented with the whole sentence and
non-final stimuli. Interestingly, however, there was no difference in performance between
the two listener types for just the final syllable-only stimuli. This pattern of results
suggests that the human listeners are able to extract some information out of the pre-final
portions of the stimuli that the model is currently not sensitive to. The primary cue to the
statement/question distinction in Cantonese is therefore in the final syllable of utterances,
but this is not the only cue that Cantonese speakers rely on to make this distinction.
The results of this study are fairly consistent with the results of Ma et al.’s (2011)
acoustic analysis of statement and question intonations in Cantonese. For the
identification of questions, Ma et al. (2011) found that the most salient cue resides in the
final syllable and that the difference in F0 height between the start and end of the voiced
portion of the final syllable also provides a significant cue. However, due to differences
in their speakers' F0 ranges, Ma et al. (2011) normalized the F0 measurements of the
speakers prior to conducting their acoustic analysis. In this study, we did not normalize
the F0 values to account for intra- and inter-speaker variation prior to categorizing the
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tokens. In line with Exemplar Theory, the model was presented with the entire F0
contour without any explicit direction as to which cues or parts of the stimulus it ought to
focus on in order to determine the utterance’s stimulus type. Rather, specific exemplars in
memory were associated with one of the two sentence type categories, and from this
information alone, the model was able to make use of the relevant F0 cues and their
relative position in the contour to perform the identification task. The F0 contour in the
final syllable emerged as a particularly salient cue to the statement/question distinction in
this simulation, without ever being represented as such in the exemplar model. In
addition, the model was able to identify the salient statement and question intonation cues
from the final syllable even though the final syllable appeared in different phonetic
contexts: since we did not use a carrier phrase, the preceding syllable and tone varied
across all target pairs.
Differences in performance between the model and human listeners also emerged in
the analysis of response bias. Human listeners were significantly more biased towards
‘statement’ responses for the non-final stimuli than the model, and more biased towards
‘question’ responses for the final stimuli than the model. While this pattern may—as we
mentioned above—indicate a default, or unmarked, response option for the human
listeners, it is telling that these biases emerge primarily in the human responses to the
partial sentence stimuli, which they are unlikely to have heard before in non-laboratory
settings. Ma et al. (2011) found the same bias towards statements in their Cantonese
listeners’ performance on a similar statement and question identification task. The model,
for its part, remained largely unbiased throughout the study, while exhibiting a small bias
towards ‘statement’ responses in the non-final condition. Given that no bias was built
into the model, this result is unsurprising; however, it is clear from the results of the
human listening experiment that we will need to devise a way to incorporate bias in
future, advanced versions of the model in order to better reflect how human listeners
perform this intonation identification task.
It is important to note that we presented more information to the human listeners—
in the form of unfiltered, natural speech stimuli—than we presented to the model, which
only processed F0 contours extracted from those same speech stimuli. The ability to use
other prosodic information, such as syllable duration, may partially account for the
human listeners’ better performance in some of the conditions of the experiment. In
addition, intonation provides cues to not only sentence types, but also other information,
such as focus (Liu and Xu 2006), emotion (Mozziconacci and Hermes 1999), and social
identity (Bolton and Kwok 1990). Exemplar Theory would hold that this information
could potentially serve as a perceptual resource to listeners performing the identification
task in this study as well. Human listeners also, of course, have considerably more
experience with the perception and classification of intonation in natural speech than our
model had, which would also provide them with an advantage in performing the
experimental task.
4.1

Future directions

In this study, we used a simple identification task to demonstrate, conceptually, that an
exemplar-based computational model could categorize speech stimuli based only on
intonation (i.e., F0 contours). There are, of course, more complicated aspects of
intonation perception (e.g., pitch range expansion and phrase-final lengthening) that
might prove to be more challenging to an exemplar-based model. It would be worthwhile
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to test the model’s ability to categorize more complicated prosodic structures in future
research. Since intonation systems differ across languages, it would also be revealing to
evaluate how the model performs with different languages. For instance, signaling echo
questions with a high boundary tone is a language-specific property. Some African
languages, instead, use falling intonation to signal questions (Rialland 2009). It would be
helpful to apply different or additional auditory and semantic properties to the similarity
calculation, in order to learn more about the salience of different cues across languages.
5.

Conclusion

This study investigated how the human perception of intonation of statements and echo
questions in Cantonese compares to the classification of the same statements and
questions by an exemplar-based model. The model successfully classified all three
stimulus types presented to it at better-than-chance rates, and closely matched the
performance of the human listeners on the final syllable-only stimuli. The human
listeners, however, performed significantly better on both whole sentence and non-final
stimuli. The human listeners also displayed significantly more bias than the model for the
final and non-final stimuli, suggesting that both frequency of experience and higher-level
syntactic and pragmatic information play important roles in the human perception of
intonation. While we have yet to incorporate such information into a working, exemplarbased model of intonation perception, the results of this study suggest that Exemplar
Theory provides a promising approach to the study of intonation perception, because 1)
the intonation patterns of sentence types are stored in rich detail in memory, 2) an
exemplar-based process of categorization can account for intonation perception, and 3)
no F0 normalization of speakers’ voices is required prior to categorization in an
intonation perception task.
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